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Abstract
This paper presents updates on the development of the Planning Domain Simulation (PDSim) project, a plugin for the
Unity game engine to simulate planning domains and plans.
PDSim aims to fill the gap in planning visualisation and validation using a novel approach for translating the output of
a plan into 3D or 2D animations and graphic effects. Simulating a planning problem can help users evaluate the quality
of a plan and improve domain and problem modelling. In this
system demonstration, we present the latest version of PDSim
with new additions that aim to further help non-expert users
approaching a planning problem for the first time.

Introduction
Modelling planning domains and verifying plan correctness
can be challenging tasks, especially for real-world problems.
Although plans could be valid, relying solely on planner output will not always help the user catch domain modelling errors that may be apparent when displayed in a more intuitive
form such as a 2D or 3D visualisation (Chen et al. 2020).
While systems that use visualisation methods to illustrate
generated plans do exist (Vrakas and Vlahavas 2005; Vaquero et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2020; Tapia, San Segundo,
and Artieda 2015; Muise 2016; Magnaguagno et al. 2017;
Le Bras et al. 2020; Roberts et al. 2021; Shah et al. 2021),
PDSim (De Pellegrin 2020; De Pellegrin and Petrick 2021)
offers a different approach by using the framework and
components of the Unity game engine (Unity Technologies
2020) to deliver a 3D or 2D virtual visualisation of the planning problem, which can help users spot errors or incorrect
definitions in the planning domain. With PDSim, the user
is able to customise the model that represents the objects
of the planning problem and define animations for such objects using Unity-based features, such as basic transformation (translation, rotation, scale) of an object, path following
between two points on a map, playing a sound when a particular condition is met, spawning a particle system, etc. The
user is able to create real-world scenes that reflect the execution environment of the planning problem, exploiting the
functionality of the Unity game engine as an enhancement
to existing automated planning tools.
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Figure 1: PDSim System Architecture

Planning Domain Simulation (PDSim)
PDSim (De Pellegrin 2020; De Pellegrin and Petrick 2021)
has been developed as a plugin for the Unity game engine,
a 2D and 3D game environment widely used in the video
game industry. Unity offers an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI) editor and many available components, such as a
built-in physics engine, realistic shaders and materials, and
a path-planning library. Thanks to its modularity, it is possible to extend the interface to fit user needs, for instance,
by defining custom animations for PDDL objects or by extending existing animations to reuse models from different
simulations without creating them from scratch every time.
An overview of the system architecture is given in Figure 1. The front-end visual component provides the interface for users to actively interact with the system to build
planning simulations, while the back-end is responsible for
parsing planning files and generating plans.
A simulation is initialised and handled by the back-end
server, which is integrated with the AIPlan4EU’s Unified
Planning Framework (UPF),1 a recent addition to PDSim
which is responsible for parsing and building a JSON representation of the planning model. UPF also handles calls
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Figure 2: Node-based Animation System

(a) Blocks World

Figure 3: Simulation Object Customisation
to external planners to generate plans. UPF is a planneragnostic framework for Python, which increases PDSim’s
modularity and lets users select their preferred planner implementation, separating it from the simulation stage itself
which is handled later in the process. PDDL files are translated into a JSON map of the components needed for simulation. PDSim uses components of the domain such as the
definitions of actions, types, and predicates to set up the core
simulation in Unity. Later in the Unity editor, the user can
configure multiple problems for the same domain, and thus
multiple simulations for different plans.
Recent changes to PDSim’s animation system have also
aimed to improve the ease in which animations and simulated objects are defined and customised. For instance, Figure 2 shows PDSim’s new animation system which is much
more intuitive. Using the system, animations can be created
by adding nodes and connecting animations between them.
Simulation objects are editable and more customisable. Figure 3 shows the interface to set up a planning object, where
the user can insert labelled points to be used later with animations. All these new features require less interaction with
the Unity editor. These features will be presented in the
system demonstration, along with the core components and
tools that are part of the PDSim system.

(b) Logistics

(c) Sokoban

Figure 4: Planning Domain Simulations
the logistics domain with custom models of cities, airports,
trucks, and aeroplanes. Examples from these domains will
be featured in the system demonstration.

Conclusion
Example Simulations
The PDSim package also includes several predefined simulations ready to be executed by the user, focusing on standard benchmarks from the International Planning Competition (IPC), as shown in Figure 4. For instance, Figure 4a
shows the Blocks World domain and the block stack animation during the execution of the plan. Figure 4c shows
the animation of the plan for the Sokoban domain, where
the player pushes the grey spheres represent the stones to
the goal tiles. Figure 4b shows the animation of the plan for

In this paper, we describe the features of the PDSim system,
an extension to the Unity game engine to simulate planning
domains and plans. PDSim focuses on user interaction to
specify the animations and models relative to a given PDDL
domain and problem. In this system demonstration, we will
present the main PDSim front-end, integrated with Unity,
and the important components of the system, such as creating custom animations from scratch and how to customise
simulations. The demo will also highlight future work, such
as additional tools to help simulate robotic environments.
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